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TRACKING THE RACE BETWEEN MAN AND MACHINE

Dead silence. An eternal void of infinite blackness. A single dot 
of light the size of a neutrino appears from the nothingness. In 
an instant it explodes, radiating blinding light in every direction. 
Just as quickly the light implodes, bending, stretching and 
shaping space-time, then mushrooms with a billion megaton 
explosion of life. From the event horizon, masses of gas and 
particles ignite into what is now space, travelling through time 
as brilliant dust and hydrogen clouds, heating and expanding, 
cooling and condensing in a cosmic soup of sacred geometric 
patterns and fractals that take shape into swirling galaxies, 
lustrous nebulae, shimmering stars and gleaming, earthlike 
planets. This is the Big Bang. The genesis of all life. 

At the epicenter of our new universe is a black hole. On the 
edge of that hole is a tiny blip, an orb of light pulsating in and 
out of time and dimension. Edging closer it takes the shape of 
a smooth, seamless, vessel, skipping across the galaxy like a 
flat stone skimming across a glassy lake. The vessel speeds up 
to warp velocity, getting closer and closer until it envelops the 
frame in a blinding white light.

We are on board the TRANSHUMAN TRANSPORTAL

An interdimensional craft designed to transcend the space-time 
continuum, existing in super-space, beyond the physics of the 
known universe. This is a technological marvel created out of the 
singularity, the very pinnacle of achievement in human ingenuity. 

ACT 1: BREAKING THE MORTAL COIL

PILOT EPISODE 1: IMMORTALPILOT EPISODE 1: IMMORTAL

ACT 1
2:00 INTRO
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Fading inside the craft we find a geodesic domed chamber
with an elevated holographic platform. Genetic code, sacred 
geometry and data streams cascade softly down the virtual 
walls. A form materializes in the center of the platform, 
taking on a humanoid shape. TRANSHUMAN HOST and 
neo-tech philosopher JASON SILVA merges into view. In his 
hand he holds a HOLO-PAD, a flexible, paper-thin transparent  
beveled glass tablet.

"This is where it all began. The seeds of life born in a billionth 
of a nano-second, out of a universal urge to expand, create 
and master the dimension of physical matter.  Whether we 
choose to call it God, Allah, The Source, or a host of other 
names, it remains the same. This is our genesis, the incubator 
of humanity, the singularity of life. Within this space we are 
timeless, immortal, infinite, and can track the evolution of 
our species from the past to the present and beyond to our 
ultimate future. 

Jason lightly taps commands into his Holo-Pad, a holographic 
projection of equations, ancient text, and DNA double helix 
expand from the device.  Jason spins the DNA LOCATOR, a 
timeline of dates, events, and names sprout from its coils  
spinning through millions of years and ages on earth. He 
selects a date, 1599; it expands in front of him with images 
of Shakespeare and swirls of indiscernible languages  slowly 
merging into an English phrase.  

“It is not in the stars to hold our destiny but in ourselves.”
~ William Shakespeare

"William Shakespeare wrote these words in 1599 in his play 
The Tragedy of Julius Caesar, chronicling the conspiracy 
against the Roman dictator, Julius Caesar, one of history’s 
greatest yet flawed generals. Caesars ambition for power and 
belief in his transcendental supremacy blinded his rationality 
ultimately leading to his assassination and the demise of the 
Roman Empire. But Caesar was not alone in his quest to break 
the mortal coil.”
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Chapters of our history’s most influential literary works and 
powerful myths catalogue in vivid detail the evolution of 
mankind and our insatiable quest to transcend the laws of 
time and space. 

Jason taps away at the Holo-Pad. With light flicks of his wrist 
photos, videos and 3D objects materialize and elevate off the 
pad, quickly assembling into crystal clear images of…

As the elements manifest, spinning and spreading across the 
smooth cavity of the geodisc, they slide into place along the 
curved virtual walls, merging into the data stream, rotating 
positions like blocks in a game of Tetris.

"Since time began, our greatest minds have scoured every corner of 
the globe searching for keys to unlock the doors to immortality…

…Being the consummate storytellers we are, our pursuit for 
seeds to the tree of life have sprouted and bloomed through 
the branches of our modern cinema and pop culture. Though 
often beyond belief, these amazing stories and incredible 
visions have served to inspire generations of scientists and 
researchers to unlock mysteries, discover clues, and find answers 
to the age-old questions - "

The wall is filled with endless cells of imagery; all tied to the great 
mystery of life’s origins and questions of eternity.

WHAT IS OUR DESTINY?

WHO ARE WE?

WHY ARE WE HERE?
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"The practice of Ancient Alchemy, development of the Scientific 
Method, formulation of The Theory of Relativity, and 
breakthroughs in Medical Technology and Stem Cell Research, 
have spearheaded some of our greatest achievements in 
human longevity. They’ve given us answers to many questions 
about our origins and provided key insights leading us to 
establish systems that have increased our life expectancy 
two and three-fold in a very short period of time.”

Today, our thirst for enlightenment and drive to achieve a 
god-like state has brought us to such a brink of superior 
advancement that our species now appears to be hurdling 
toward a new singularity - 

THE POINT WHERE OUR TECHNOLOGY EXCEEDS OUR HUMANITY.

What kind of super-beings will emerge on the other side?
Will it be within our control, or will it control us?

How much time do we really have left?

In order to answer these questions we must explore the scientific 
revolutions that brought us to this moment and track the evolution 
of man's immortal quest. But first, we'll need to investigate the 
genesis of mans creation on Earth and the myths & theories that 
sparked our initial curiosity for eternal life. 

Leading scientists, historians, authors, artists, and philosophers 
who have cracked the code to our ancestors immortal obsession 
will help guide our way as we journey through time and space to 
ensure the future of humanity remains within our grasp. 

BUT WE HAVE TO HURRY, BECAUSE TIME IS RUNNING OUT.  

As Dr. Carl Sagan said, 

“You have to know the past to understand the present.” 

And to predict the future, one must study
or in our case, travel, into the past."
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OUR FIRST STOP?  THE CRADLE OF CIVILIZATION.

Jason types coordinates into his Holo-Pad. A map of the ancient 
world projects from the tablet, he spins the DNA Locator and 
selects a date, 10,000 BCE. The map slows and scans to reveal…

GÖBEKLI TEPE , undoubtedly the most important archaeological 
site in the world, carbon dated to be over 12000 years old, is 
home to what we know as the first evidence of an advanced 
civilization. The Sumerian culture, who settled in this fertile 
crescent plain, describe in great detail the genesis of man in 
The Epic of Gilgamesh and their ‘Creation Myth’; the oldest 
surviving accounts of our origins."

Images of Sumerian artifacts, carvings and cuneiform merge into 
the Transportal wall, curving smoothly across the entirety of the 
dome behind Jason. He turns to the now living-breathing image of 
the megalithic sanctuary. 

WANNA TAKE A RIDE?

A couple more taps on the Holo-tab and the Transportal 
dematerializes through a liquid, light bending stargate 
transporting Jason to the actual circular compounds of Göbekli 
Tepe, next to a T-shaped limestone megalithic structure.

"In 1994, a Kurdish Shephard, Savak Yildiz, was tending his sheep 
here when he spotted a strange outcropping of rock in this field. He 
brushed it off and discovered a large oblong stone underneath.”

“He reports his find and later that year leading archaeologists 
inspect the site and determine that it is actually a prehistoric 
megalithic religious center dating 8,000 years older than 
previously accepted history.”

THIS PLACE IS OLDER THAN STONEHENGE, OLDER THEN 
THE PYRAMIDS, OLDER THAN OUR RECORDED HISTORY. 
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TIME TO ASK THE EXPERTS.

Jason activates his Holo-Pad, scans the DNA Locater then 
selects it, dematerializing and re-appearing in...

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
OFFICES OF BOOYA MEDIA

JASON MARTEL - Leading researcher and lecturer on ancient 
civilizations and the Annunaki.

According to author and world renowned linguist Zachariah 
Sitchin, (Jason Martel's mentor), a man who spent his entire life 
exhaustively translating the ancient Sumerian texts, the Annunaki, 
which translates to "those who from Heaven to Earth came", were a 
race of beings from the planet Nibiru, a planet located within 
our galaxy that makes a 3,600 year egg shaped orbit around 
our sun.

These immortal ‘sky gods’ came to earth to mine for precious 
metals, especially gold, to use in the repair of their deteriorating 
atmosphere. After years of doing the work themselves they grew 
tired of their labors and decided to manipulate the DNA of 
primitive man with their own and create a slave race in their lab 
or ‘Garden‘ to help them with their mining operations. 

Could this be the original Adam and Eve?
Is this the Garden of Eden?

They adjusted man’s genetic code, shortening our lifespan and 
rewired key sections of our brains to limit intelligence capabilities 
to create a new human species to exist above the food chain yet 
subservient to them alone. 

THIS IS THE FIRST ACCOUNT OF 
GENETIC MANIPULATION KNOWN TO MAN.

Gilgamesh was one of man’s many rulers, who, upon discovering 
that immortality was achievable, abandoned his duties as king 
and embarked on a fantastic voyage to seek out the secrets to 
eternal life. On his journey he encounters giants and mythological 
beasts, finally encountering the immortal Utnapishtam (the Bib-
lical Noah), who denies his request for immortality and 
recounts his personal experience of The Great Deluge, a 
punishment wrought on man for defying the laws of their 
gods and nature.
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THIS IS THE STORY OF THE BIBLICAL FLOOD
IN ITS ORIGINAL FORM, WRITTEN IN STONE 
THOUSANDS OF YEARS BEFORE THE BIBLE.

After several generations and an explosion in population by the 
‘new species’ they created, some of the Annunaki began to find 
the women of earth very beautiful. Several of them marrying and 
breeding with them, creating half god, half man offspring abomi-
nations, giants known as ‘the Nephilim’. 

"The Nephilim were on the earth in those days, and also afterward, 
when the sons of God came in to the daughters of man and they 

bore children to them.." ~ Genesis 6:4

This angered many of the Annunaki, especially Enlil, one of the 
most powerful, and they decided to abandon the entire ‘human 
project’ and decimate the population altogether by means of a 
global flood. 

Only a few survived, the biblical Noah and his family, who was 
secretly instructed by Enlil's brother Enki, to build an ark and fill it with 
two of every species on Earth to preserve life to. After the flood, Noah 
landed on Mount Ararat, descended with his family and built an alter 
to the gods in gratitude for sparing his life.

Enlil, angry at Enki's betrayal by saving Noah's life eventually 
realizes how wrong his act of mass human genocide was and 
allows Noah to live, granting him and his family immortality but 
condemning the rest of mankind to "…a life of labor, only able to 
achieve immortality through lasting works of civilization and culture". 

ESSENTIALLY TELLING US, IF YOU WANT TO ACHIEVE 
IMMORTALITY, YOU'LL HAVE TO FIGURE IT OUT FOR YOURSELF.

With this key information on hand, Jason rematerializes back 
at Göbekli Tepe.

This brings us back to this very spot. From that moment on, we 
sought to shatter our mortal coil, building monumental civilizations, 
establishing amazing cultures, spanning the globe by the sweat of our 
brow, working tirelessly toward the ultimate prize.
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SO WHERE ARE WE NOW?  
WHAT IS THE CURRENT STATE OF OUR IMMORTAL SCIENCE?

If we follow the beliefs of the ancient Sumerians, and even 
Shakespeare, it seems the key to life lies inside of us, in our 
blood, deep in the microcosm of our DNA. 

In present day China, scientists are leading the pack in the 
development of cutting edge DNA research and stem cell 
therapies and treatments to increase our longevity, and additionally, 
it’s home to the oldest recorded living humans to date. 

Who are these Centenarians and what is their secret?
Does our environment  play a role in longevity?

Jason accesses the DNA Locator then selects a date and location…

He dematerializes, re-appearing in the Hubai Province of China 
at the residence of - 

LU ZIJIAN, MARTIAL ARTS MASTER, 117 YEARS OLD
Born in the Hubei Province

19th year of Emperor Guanxu on October 15th, 1893

Where he meets the world’s oldest man and investigates his powers 
of will, his study of martial arts as well as his strange eating habits. 
Even sampling some of the regions odd ‘delacicies’.

After their rendezvous, Jason quickly travels to the Guangxi 
Province where he is introduced to -

LUO MEIZHAN, FEMALE HOUSEWIFE, 127 YEARS OLD
Born in the Guangxi Province

21st year of Emperor Guanxu on July 9, 1885

Luo, a simple housewife who never learned how to read shares 
fascinating stories of living through some of the greatest moments 
in history, her family and daily life in a rural area.

After an depth interview with the Centenarians and discovering their 
secrets to longevity he transportsd himself to Guangzhou, China, 
home to - 
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THE 4TH ANNUAL CONFERENCE 
ON STEM CELL RESEARCH

This is the Mecca of life extension. Every year, the Conference on 
Stem Cell Research is host to over 500 leading research labs 
and medical companies from all over the world who special-
ize in the science of living forever. Stem Cell research was 
considered the first of the world's top ten in scientific progress by 
Science Magazine. 

This year’s conference plays a prominent role in promoting stem 
cell research for regenerative medicine, and enhance exchanges 
and cooperation with international counterparts. The conference 
intends to focus on Embryonic stem cells as well as the molecular 
mechanism of stem cells, stem cells and the nervous system 
regeneration, stem cells and reproductive development, and 
other issues to conduct extensive exchanges and discussions.

DR. HONGKUI DENG 
Distinguished Professor of the School of Life Sciences, Peking
DR. TAN JIN 
Director for the Center for Tissue engineering and Regenerative 
Medicine, 4th Military Medical University
DR. LIANGXHU LAI 
Deputy Director of the South China Institute of Stem Cell and 
Regenerative Medicine
DR. YONGHONG WANG 
Researcher of the institute of Genetics and Developmental 
Biology, CAS
DR. SHUYUAN YAO  
Associate Director of Alien Institute for Brain Science, US

After a thorough investigation of Stem Cell and DNA technology 
and its role in the aging process, the question is raised of the future 
of this research. Being that the current regulations of this study has 
been seriously limited by religious and special interest groups, 
advancement of these treatments have been crippled and even 
stalled in many cases.

Are there places in the world that science can 
operate beyond the laws of government 

and special interest groups?
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YES. THERE ARE. And the hotspot just happens to be in paradise. 
Let's check out the Garden of Eden, 2.0.

Jason punches in coordinates on his Holo-Pad, selecting a date, 
location and time on his DNA Locator… 

 
 
NYGÅRD CAY is a 6-acre dreamland off the coast of Nassau, 
Bahamas, in the middle of the free trade zone. This proverbial 
paradise of Mayan inspired architecture, lush tropical flora 
exquisite waterfalls and state of the art creature comforts has 
been the destination of choice for celebrity vacationers like 
Sean Connery, Oprah Winfrey, Robert De Niro and former 
President George H.W. Bush. 

PETER NYGÅRD: Owner of Nygard Caye, entrepreneur, 
billionaire fashion mogul  and life extension activist.

Peter Nygard, has been leading the pack in stem cell research here, 
reportedly investing over $500 million dollars, mostly of his own 
money, to the cause to date. For the better part of 3 years, Nygård 
has been seeking to bring together global stem cell research 
stakeholders from Panama, China and Korea to try and make 
some real headway. 

His ultimate plan is to found a center in the Bahamas, Nygård 
Biotech, for regenerative medicine without government or special 
interest restrictions and fund a new revolutionary health care system 
with the goal of extending and improving the quality of life for 
millions around the world.

Jason Interviews Peter Nygård, who goes into great detail about the 
future of stem cell research and life extension technologies. 
This discussion leads to the subject of existing clinics nearby 
who are quickly becoming famous for providing advanced 
regenerative therapies for patients from every corner of the globe. 
Peter Nygård then explains the future of Nygård Biotech and the 
facilities he plans to open on a private island in the Bahamas.

After the interview, Jason travels to…  

ACT 4: THE BAHAMAS
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NASSAU, BAHAMAS

Jason punches in coordinates on his Holo-Pad, selecting a 
date, location and time on his DNA Locator… 

DOCTORS HOSPITAL 
Human stem cell procedure labs.
BARRY RASSIN - President

Top Bahamian doctors performed the country's first stem cell 
procedure in January 2013, essentially opening the flood gates 
to a cutting-edge technique with serious medical tourism potential.

OKYANOS HEART INSTITUTE  
Human stem cell procedures for cardiac disease.
MATTHEW FESHBACH - Chairman and CEO

Okyanos Heart Institute brings a new standard of care and a 
better quality of life to patients with coronary artery disease 
using cardiac cell therapy.

FREEPORT, BAHAMAS

NOVASEP SYNTHESIS
Biotechnology and molecular manufacturing.
BERNARD DUBOIS  - Chairman of the Supervisory Board

Specializes in a unique combination of services and advanced 
molecular manufacturing technologies for producing and purifying 
biopharmaceuticals, from laboratory to industrial scale:

What do the world’s leading stem cell researchers, doctors and 
molecular biologist predict for the future of healthcare?

After in-depth interviews with the authorities on anti-aging and 
longevity, Jason travels back to the Transportal, parked in 
super-space, waiting  its next command.

"We've uncovered some fascinating data about our genesis, our 
revolutions in science and the inevitable evolution of our quest for 
immortality.  If we add it all up, the reality becomes crystal clear.”
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Mankind has been on a constant search to discover the fountain of 
youth, literally since civilization began.

There’s unprecedented evidence to suggest that our initial 
curiosity about life extension began during the genesis of our 
own human creation.

Modern advancement in medical science, like stem cell research, 
DNA sequencing, molecular manufacturing and environmental 
conditioning, have provided us with key insights to breaking the 
code to what makes us human, giving us real possibilities that 
could allow us to transcend our physical constraints. 

The future of humanity lies in the balance of these advancements 
and it’s only a matter of time before we achieve our ultimate prize. 

Would living forever break the natural laws of life or is it 
simply the inevitable evolution of our species?

Could immortality be achieved in our lifetime?

If it could, what would be the global impact of 5 billion 
people who could transcend death?

In order to understand the impact of these questions further, we 
need to explore the source of these innovations, the initial spark 
that brought them all into existence.

On the next episode we'll unlock the secrets to our ingenuity 
through the powers of the human brain. 

Jason and the Transportal dissolve to white.

NEXT - EPISODE 2: “BRILLIANT” Mind Over Matter
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ACT 5: LET’S TAKE A LOOK
AT WHAT WE NOW KNOW-

UNTIL NEXT TIME... OR SPACE.
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